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Abstract. Explicit compact expressions were obtained for the far displacement field of 
Rayleigh and Love waves generated by force configurations which served to simulate shear- 
type faults with arbitrary dip and slip. The medium transfer functions for dipolar sources 
were computed for a Gutenberg fiat continental earth model with 23 layers. These were 
then used to obtain universal radiation pattern charts for couple- and double-couple-type 
sources at various depths over the period range 50 to 350 sec. It was demonstrated by means 
of few typical examples that the radiation patterns of Rayleigh waves may depend strongly 
on the depth of the source, and unlike the fundamental Love mode may be rather sensitive 
to small variations in frequency. For a given source and frequency the radiation pattern 
may differ considerably from one mode to another. 
INTRODUCTION 
The inverse problem of reconstructing the 
seismic source from amplitude measurements at 
stations encircling the epicenter was hitherto 
mainly restricted to first-motion studies. In spite 
of the fact that certain amounts of informa- 
tion could be obtained from a tiny portion of 
the seismogram, seismologists oon realized that 
the complexity of earthquake origins in space 
and time could not be adequately understood 
and uniquely determined unless ways and means 
were found to extract the source parameters 
from the main body of the seismogram. 
The advent of long-period seismographs and 
high-speed computers opened new vistas in this 
field. Analysis of surface waves and free oscil- 
lations improved our knowledge and supplied 
us with additional tools for future research. 
The present availability of long-period rec- 
ords from the archives of the USCGS world- 
wide net of standardized stations will undoubt- 
edly put source mechanism studies on a new 
level. To prepare the grounds for studies of this 
kind, it is necessary to know first the theoretical 
radiation pattern of surface waves from various 
sources. Yanovskaya [1958] calculated the re- 
sponse of a layer over a half-space to Love and 
Rayleigh waves due to singlets and couples. 
Ben-Menahem [1961] calculated radiation pat- 
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terns for Rayleigh waves in a half-space due to 
moving faults. Harkrider [1964b] calculated the 
response of a multilayered half-space to Love 
and Rayleigh waves due to buried horizontal 
and vertical point forces. Haskell [1963] cal- 
culated radiation patterns for Rayleigh waves 
generated by dipolar point sources at depth in a 
homogeneous isotropic half-space. The present 
paper supplies the general theory of Rayleigh 
and Love wave radiation from dipolar point 
sources with arbitrary elements in a multilay- 
ered earth. The theow is then applied to a 
continental Gutenberg earth model. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
a0 Coefficient in the expression for the reduced 
displacements (Table 3). 
(•R•, (• Rayleigh and Love matrices of the 
ruth layer. 
AR•, A• The Rayleigh and Love product 
matrices of m ]ayers. 
A•, A• The Rayleigh and Love amplitude 
factors. 
A (h) Rayleigh wave ellipticity function. 
b0, b• Coefficients in the expression for the 
reduced displacements (Table 3). 
B(h, co) Rayleigh wave first dipolaf transfer 
function. 
c(co) Phase velocity. 
c•, c• Rayleigh and Love phase velocities. 
C(h, co) Rayleigh wave second dipolar transfer 
function. 
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d• Radiation pattern coefficients (Table 1). 
e•, e•, es Unit vectors at the source along the 
strike, dip, and the vertical directions respec- 
tively. 
er, e0, e, Unit vectors along the radial, azimuthal 
and vertical axes at the recording station. 
(F, F e, F,) A three vector representation of the 
total far-displacement field at the recording 
station. 
G(h, ,o) Love wave dipolar transfer function. 
h Source depth. 
Ho(•)(k,,r), H• ('.)(k,,r) Hankel functions. 
kn Wave number of nth mode. 
k•, kL Rayleigh and Love wave numbers. 
L Conversion factor. 
mR(O), mL(O) Rayleigh and Love radiation 
pattern amplitudes. 
M Moment of couple. 
n Normal vector to plane of motion. 
No(h, ,o) Love wave singlet transfer function. 
Nr•(h, ,o) Rayleigh wave first singlet transfer 
function. 
Nrz(h, w) Rayleigh wave second singlet transfer 
function. 
R(co) The time transformed displacement vector 
in plane of motion. 
t Time. 
T Period of a spectral component. 
•s(h) 9s(h) tbs(h) Itaskell's plane wave par- 
•o ' 90 ' •o 
ticle velocity (or displacement) ratios. 
•0' = --i•0. 
U Group velocity. 
U(co) The time transformed vector displacement 
field. 
_ 
U(co) Complex conjugate of U(o•). 
U s, U ½, U " The time transformed vector dis- 
placement fields due to singlet, couple, and 
double-couple sources, respectively. 
U,, U e, U, Components of time transformed 
displacement field in cylindrical coordinates. 
]U(r, O, w)] Spectral amplitude of ground motion 
at the recording station. 
U*(r, O, w) The reduced displacement. 
]U*(r, O, oo)] The reduced amplitude. 
U0 Coefficient in the expression for the reduced 
displacements (Table 3). 
z Depth of receiver (station). 
a Compressional velocity. 
a0 Compressional velocity at depth h = 0. 
as Compressional velocity in the source layer. 
/? Shear velocity. 
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/•0 Shear velocity at depth h -- 0. 
/•s Shear velocity in the source layer. 
y(w) Absorption coefficient function for surface 
waves. 
e0 Rayleigh wave surface elliptictry. 
• Rigidity. 
•s Rigidity of the source layer. 
p Density. 
o'Rs(h) Depth-dependent factor of normal stress 
associated with the Rayleigh waves. 
a0 Potsson ratio at depth h -- 0. 
•'R,•(h), •'zs(h) Depth-dependent factors of tan- 
gential stresses associated with the Rayleigh 
and Love waves. 
qbR, qb• Rayleigh and Love spectral spatial phases. 
x(•) The radiation pattern function. 
w Angular frequency. 
Other symbols defined in Figure 1. 
COORDINATE SYSTEM• NOTATION, AND 
SIGN CONVENTION 
We consider a shear-type fault with arbi- 
trary dip and slip in a layered earth. We replace 
the physical fault by an equivalent force sys- 
tem. This force system is generated from a 
single force, which is directed along the fault's 
motion and has a magnitude proportional to the 
amount of displacement in the plane of motion. 
We can furthermore assume, without loss of 
generality, that the time dependence of the 
force is that of the Dirac delta function. 
The geometry of the situation is displayed in 
Figure 1. Following Haskell [1963] we choose the 
source coordinate system to be cartesian with 
the x• axis in the strike direction, the x, axis in 
the dip direction, and the x• axis in the upward 
vertical direction. The convention is followed 
that all three force components are positive on 
the hanging-wall side of a reverse left-lateral fault. 
Hence the vector R(•0) will be represented by 
q- sin h c os/te2 q- s in }, s in/tea } (1) 
Likewise, the normal is given by 
n = In[ {--sin /tea q- cos /tea} (2) 
whereO< /t<•randO< h< 2•r. 
SINGLE FORCE IN A MULTILAYERED MEDIUM 
It has been shown by Ben-Menahem and ToksSz 
[1963] that the displacement field of an arbitrary 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of source elements and relative position of station on the free surface. 
force system in a multilayered medium can be 
generated from the response of the medium to 
three mutual perpendicular unit forces. 
The position of the recording station is given 
by (0, r, z - 0) in the source cylindrical system 
(see Figure 1). 0 is measured positively anti- 
clockwise from the positive strike direction 
(x• = 0) when viewed from above the half-space 
downward. r is measured positively outward 
from the source. Thus we can write the far- 
displacement field U s due to a single force 
at the source as 
= (R. + (R. + (R. (3) 
where 
F• -- (sin Oe'3'/4N,, cos 9e-"/•N,, O) (4) 
F, = (cos 
sin 9e-•/•N•, e•/•N•) (5) 
• • (cos 
sin 9e-•/•N•, e-•/•N•) (6) 
Using •he representation of R •s given in (1) 
we ob•Mn the f•r-displ•cemen• field in •erms of 
•he elements of •he fault (k, •) •nd •he •zimuth 
•ngle 9. 
U• s • [R[ 
- cos • s• k cos •) (•) 
sin 0 sin k cos •) + iNr• sin k sin $] (S) 
In these expressions the factor (2wr)-•'e 
has been suppressed. All other constants are 
incorporated in the definition of N•, N,r, and 
N•,. The symbol Nii which appears in (8) and 
(9) stands for the component of the amplitude 
response of the medium in the i direction (hori- 
zontal or vertical) due to a unit force acting 
along the j direction (horizontal or vertical). 
Thus, for example, we write Nr, for the hori- 
zontal response due to a vertical force. These 
functions are obtained directly from the exact 
solution to the boundary value problem. They 
depend on the frequency, the depth of the 
source, and the constants of the layered medium. 
N• is the Love wave response of the medium to 
a horizontal force. The factor (k,) -•' which 
arises from the asymptotic expansion approxi- 
mation of Ho.• (")(k,,r) is absorbed in 
Comparing equations 3 to 9 with the solutions 
given by Harkrider [1964a] for vertical and 
horizontal force at depth in a multilayered half- 
space, we can express the functions N, at 
Z-- 0as 
- ' (10) 
N•(h) -- --[ao*/•2o]N•,(h) - ,oN,•(h) (11) 
• -•/2 N•(h) : [•2s(h)/•2o]A• • (12) 
N,•(h) = eoN,,,(h) (13) 
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N•(h)- [gs(h)/9o]ALkL -•/" (14) 
The amplitude factors Ar• and AR are functions 
of frequency and the elastic properties of the 
multilayered array. They are independent of the 
source type and depth. This is also true for the 
elliptictry. The Rayleigh wave amplitude factor 
AR also occurs in the solution to an explosive 
source at depth. The properties of A• and 
are given in more detail by Harkrider [1964a, b]. 
The depth-dependent factor in equations 10 
to 14 can be represented in terms of the Thomson- 
Haskell layer matrices [Haskell, 1953] as 
[fta*(h)/tbo] -- [A•s(h)],,.* -- eo[A•s(h)]•x (15) 
= + 
[0•(h)/00] : [ALs(A)]11 (17) 
= ... (is) 
Az s(h) = az s(h)az s-• --- az• (19) 
•nd a•,, az, •re the R•yleigh •nd Love m•trices 
of the ruth l•yer. The source l•yer is indicated 
by m = S •nd the surface l•yer by m = 1. The 
m•trices a•s(h) and a•(h) •re layer m•trices 
for a subl•yer in the source l•yer, the thickness 
of which is equM to the penetration of the 
source depth h •to the source l•yer. From 
equations 10 to 14 we see tMt 
for •ll source depths. Since, by definition, 
ao • a•(0) •nd •o • •(0), it follows tMt for 
surface source, h = 0, 
= 
GENERATION OF DIPOLAR SOURCE 
The couple displacements are obtained by the 
application of a differential operator to the dis- 
placement vector U s due to a single force. Thus 
U c -- --(n'grad)U s = sin 0sin 
-- cos $• U + O(r -a/a) (22) 
We must choose here the negative sign for the 
gradient because the derivative is taken at the 
source, the station remaining fixed. Since we are 
interested only in the far field, we have discarded 
terms of higher order than r-• "-. The vector n is 
a unit vector with dimensions of length. 
The double-couple source is obtained by the 
superposition f two equal couples at right angles 
so that the total moment of the system is zero. 
To obtain the far-displacement field for this 
system we add to the operational representation 
of U c as given by (22) the displacement field due 
to a second couple which is formed by the 
interchange of 1t with n. Hence 
U •)c = --(n.grad)US(11) 
-- ]•-grad }Us( R[ n) (23) 
Performing the operations indicated by (23) we 
obtain general formulas for the far field of Love 
and Rayleigh waves. The general form of this 
field may be written as 
U = ]R[ In] kne-'S'/4N(h)x(O) (24) 
where k,is either ka or kz,, N(h) is either N•(h) 
or N,.•(h), and X(0) is the complex function 
X(0) -- do q- i(dx sin 0 q- d2 cos 0) 
q- da sin 20 q- d4 cos 20 (25) 
The coefficients d• are given in Table 1. k is 
measured counterclockwise from the positive 
strike direction, and /5 is measured downward 
from the negative dip direction. The dimension- 
less entities A, B, C, and G are given by 
a(a): •,,(a)/•,(a) (,) 
= + oa 
c(a): oa 
6(a)- 0a / 
The common phase constant e -•s' t•, appea•g 
in (24) has been chosen so as to render the 
functions A, B, C, and G non-negative at h = 0. 
The signs in these functions are adjusied • such 
a way that h is increas•g positively downward. 
The complex function x(O) defines iwo real 
functions of the real variable 0. Its modulus 
[x(0)[ gives the amphtude radiation pattern, 
and its argument arg X(0) gives the spatial phase 
[Ben-Menah• and ToksOz, 1963] of the source. 
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TABLE 1. Radiation Pattern Coefficients 
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Coefficient 
Couple Double Couple 
Love Rayleigh Love Rayleigh 
d0 
d• 
d• 
d, 
d• 
--• cos X sin i• • sin X sin 21•B(h) 
cos X cos i•G(h) sin X[1 - C(h) cos' •] 
- sin X cos • i•G(h) cos X cos i•[1 - C(h)] 
• sin X sin 2 • • cos X sin i•A (h) 
• cos X sin i• -• sin k sin 2 i•A (h) 
0 • sin X sin 2•B(h) 
cos X cos i•G(h) - sin X cos 2 i•C(h) 
- sin X cos 21•G(h) - cos X cos i•C(h) 
• sin X sin 2 •; cos X sin i•A (h) 
cos X sin • -• sin k sin 2 i•A (h) 
From equations 10 to 19 and the definition of 
the elements of the layer matrices [Haskell, 
1953], the derivatives appearing in the expres- 
sions B(h), C(h), and G(h) can be given as 
G(h)= _1{[Ars(h)]21*}/• 9s(h)] (30) /zs L •)o 
A(h) -- --[as*(h)/• (h)] (31) 
ß {[AR•(h)]a•.* -- eo[AR•(h)]a•} (32) 
C(h) --- --JARs(h)]42 + eø[AR$(h)]41* (33) ] 
where the functions inside the braces have the 
physical meaning of stress ratios at depth h' 
It can be shown from (31) that A(h) is the 
ellipticity that a receiver at depth z -- h would 
measure for all source depths. 
A(h) = e(z = h) A_(O) = e(0) = eo (37) 
Since the ellipticity is independent of the source 
depth, we can write 
= (38) 
= 
For a surface source, h -- 0, the stress ratios 
defined by equations 34 to 36 vanish, and we 
obtain 
(39) 
c(o) = 6(o) -- o 
CHARACTER OF THE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS OF 
THE MEDIUM 
Values of the exact expressions for N0, 
N,, A, B, C, and G were computed for a realistic 
continental earth model. Results were obtained 
for the fundamental Rayleigh mode and for the 
fundamental and first Love modes over the 
period range 50 to 450 sec. Source depths were 
taken at 5-kin intervals between 0 and 40 km 
and 33-km intervals between 66 and 627 kin, 
27 points in all. The input layering constants 
and the output phase and group velocities are 
shown in Table 2. 
The transfer functions are shown in Figures 
2 to 20. Each function has been plotted both as 
a function of the depth of the source and the 
frequency. Note the slow variation of G(h) with 
frequency for sources below the low-velocity 
channel (Figures 3 and 4). Note also the effect 
of the M discontinuity on the profile of G(h) as 
compared with an analogous variation of 
the shear velocity function (Figure 5). While 
Nr,(h, •o) follows the behavior of No(h, to) in 
both variables (compare Figures 2 and 8 and 
Figures 3 and 9), the function N,,(h, o•) differs 
from it considerably, mainly because of its 
spectral nodes, which depend strongly on the 
depth of the source (Figure s 6 and 7). Another 
interesting result is the slow variation of B(h) 
with period for source depths up to 300 km 
(Figure 12). 
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TABLE 2. Constants ofa Gutenberg Flat Continental Earth Model and Calculated Veloci- 
ties for Three Surface Wave Modes 
•= 23 DeLl= 0.0000010 FK= 0.00010 FKD= 0ø00500 
•d= l DKS= 1.0 CPER[= 1.00100 
D ALPtiA BE[A RHO MU DEP[H 
22.00 6ø0300 3.5300 2.1800 0.3464 11.00 1 
15.00 6.7000 3.8000 3.0000 0.4332 29.50 2 
13.00 ?.9600 4.6000 3.3700 0.7131 43.50 
25.00 7.8500 4.bOO0 3.3900 0.6865 62.50 
50.00 7.8500 4.4100 3.4200 0.6651 100.00 5 
75.00 8.0000 4.4100 3.4500 0.6710 16g.50 6 
50.00 8 2000 4.5000 3.4700 0.7027 225.00 
I00.00 8.4000 4.6000 3.•000 0.7406 300.00 8 
100.00 9 0000 4.9500 3.6300 0.8894 400.00 9 
100.00 9.6300 5.3100 3.8900 1.0968 500.00 10 
100.00 10.1700 5.6300 4./300 1.3091 600.00 II 
100.00 10.5850 5.9150 4.3300 1.5149 700.00 
I00.00 I0.9550 6.1400 4.4900 1.6927 800.00 13 
100.00 11.2750 6.2850 4.6000 1.8/7l 900.00 14 
150.00 /1.4600 6.3840 4.6900 1.9114 1025.00 15 
200.00 11.7550 6.5000 4.8000 2.0280 1200.00 16 
200.00 12.0200 6.6100 4.9100 2.1453 1400.00 
200.00 12.2800 6.7400 5.0300 2.2850 1600.00 18 
200.00 12.5400 6.8500 5./300 2.4071 1800.00 19 
200.00 12.8000 6.9600 5.2400 2.5383 2000.00 20 
200.00 13.0200 7.0000 5.3400 2.6166 2200.00 2l 
200.00 13.2400 7.1000 5.4400 2.7423 2400.00 22 
200.00 13.4800 7,2000 5.5400 2.8719 2600.00 23 
RAYLEIGH WAVE SPEC[RAL VALUES FOR 
PERIflU C U 
0.4295œ 03 0.5600E 01 0.4598E 01 
0.3970b 03 O.b5OOE 01 0.4438E 01 
0.3689E 03 0.5400E 01 O.4280E Ol 
0.3444E 03 0.5300E 01 0.4130E 01 
0.3228E 05 0.5200E 01 0.399lE 01 
0.3032E 03 O.5100E 01 0.3869E 01 
0.2852E 03 O.5000E Ol 0.3765E Ol 
0.2683E 03 0.4900E 01 0.3682E 01 
0.25201 03 0.4800E Ol 0.3620E 0l 
0.2359E 03 0.4700E 01 0.3580E 01 
0./854E 03 0.4400E 01 0.3580E 01 
0.1660E 03 0.4300E Ol U.3620E Ol 
0.1438E 03 0.4200E 01 0.3681E 01 
0.11631 03 0.4100E 0l 0.3762E 01 
0.7673E 02 O.4000E 01 0.3857E Ol 
0.3770E 02 O.390UE Ol 0.3695E Ol 
0.2834E 02 0.5800œ Ol 0.3356E 0l 
0.2392• 02 0.3700E 01 0.3128E 01 
0.2073E 02 0.3600E 0l 0.2997E 0l 
0.1791E 02 0.3500E Ol 0.2965E 01 
0.1493E 02 0.3400E 01 0.3005E Ol 
0,/094k 02 0.3300E 01 0.3103E 01 
LOVE NAV• SPECTRAL VALUES FOR MODE LO 
PERIOD C 
0.1154E 04 0.6800E 
O.1020E 04 0.6700E 
0.9173E 03 0.6600E 
0.7657E 03 O.640QE 
0.7064E 03 0.6300E 
0.654•E 03 0.6200E 
0.6075E 03 0.6100E 
0.5651E 03 0.6000E 
0.5263E 03 0.5900E 
0.4903E 03 0.5800E 
0.4565• 03 0.5700E 
0.4247E 03 0.56001 
0.3944E 03 0.5500E 
0.3652E 03 0.5400E 
0o3368E 03 0.5300E 
0.3090E 03 0.5200E 
O.Z814E 03 O.blOOE 
0.2537E 03 0.5000E 
0.2257E 03 0.4900E 
0.1969E 03 0.4800E 
0.1671E 03 0.4700E 
0.1517E 03 0.4650E 
0.1198E 03 0.4550E 
0.8763E 02 0.4450E 
0.7270E 02 0.4400E 
O,6000E 02 0.4350E 
0.5025E 02 0.4300E 
0.4317E 02 0.4250E 
0.3795E 02 0,4200E 
u 
Ol 0.6137E 01 
01 0.5922E 01 
Ot 0.5727E 01 
01 0.5388E 01 
Ol 0.5240E 01 
OL 0.5106E 01 
o1 0.4981E 01 
01 0.4867E 01 
01 0.4762E 01 
01 0.4666E 01 
01 0.4579E 01 
01 0.4500E Ol 
01 0.4431E 01 
01 0.4371E 01 
01 0.4321E 01 
01 0.4280E 01 
01 0.4250E 01 
Ol 0.4228E o1 
01 0.4215E 01 
01 0.4209E 01 
01 0.4209E 01 
01 0.4210E 01 
01 0.4208E 01 
Ol 0.4186E 01 
01 0•4155E Ol 
01. 0.4099E 01 
Ol 0.4017E o1 
01 0.3919E 01 
01 0.3819E 01 
LOVE HAVE SPECTRAL VALUES FOR MODE L1 
PERIOD C U 
O.1700E 03 0.64•0E 01 0.5232E Ol 
0.1•87E 03 0.6200E nl 0.4964E 01 
Ool3IOE 03 Oo6COOE 01 0.4•3•'E OL 
0.t157E 03 •.SeOnE Ot 0.•550E Ot 
0.10176 03 n.56OCE el 0.44116 Ot 
o.ee53E 02 r.5460E 01 0.431tE 01 
0.7562E 02 ',.5200E 01 0o4244E 01 
0,6255•. 02 ..O.•00E Ot 
0.48746 02 n.4800E Ol 0.4210E 
0.4120E 02 0.47CPE 01 0.4231E O• 
0.•795E 02 •.•660E 01 •.•246E 01 
0.345CE 02 0.•620E 31 0.4265E Ol 
0.3073E 02 0.458CE 
0.2410E 02 t•.4520E Ol 0.4336E 
0.1847E OZ P.4480E 0l •.4_367• 
0.1502E 02, 
0.1408E 02 0.4455E 01 0.4383E 01 
0.1311E •2 fl.•450E 01 0.•38•E 01 
0.1215E 02 0.4445• 01 0.4381E 01 
0.1127E 02 P.4440E 01 0.4370E nl 
0.1062E 02 0.4435E O! 0.433lE 01 
Period, sec 
500 •50 •5 •oo 
500 • • • { 
"•"E I00 
:• •o 
h--•31 
5.28 
80 66.7 
i0• 4 6 8 I0 12 14 
Frequency, mc/sec 
Fig. 2. Spectrum of Love wave singlet ransfer 
function for several values of the source depth. (YIere and in the following figures reference is 
made to the fundamental mode unless otherwise 
stated.) L -- 10 •'• dyne-sec. 
ø•' • •' I,,,, I , l,, ,11 • , 
I0 ,foo 
50 50 
•oo 
500 
0 I00 200 300 400 500 600 
ILl N 0, cm3•Zsec 
Fig. 3. Variation of Love wave singlet transfer 
function with depth of source for various pe- 
riods. 
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-05 
-04 
500 200 
G(h) 
-0.6 
_ 400 
• zoo 
-03 
-02 
Period, sec 0 
I00 66 7 ..• 
$$ 
5• 
5 I0 15 20 
Frequency, mc/sec 
-0.1 
Fig. 4. Spectrum of Love wave dipolaf transfer 
function for several values of the source depth. 
-40 0 40 80 120 160 200 
ILl Nrr, c m•'zsec 
Fig. 7. Variation of Rayleigh wave first singlet 
transfer function with depth of source for various 
periods. 
+04 +0.2 0 -0.1 
0 
io 
20 
• 50 
50o 
-0.7 -0.6 -0.5 -0.4 6 -0.3 -0.2 -o.i o 
Fig. 5. Variation of Love wave dipolar transfer 
function with depth of source for various periods. 
The corresponding variation of the shear wave ve- 
locity with depth is also shown. 
500 
j lOO 
50 
Period, sec 
250 125 I00 80 66.?' 
396 
264 
h=lG5 km 
8 
102 4 6 8 I0 12 14 
Frequency, mc/sec 
Fig. 8. Spectrum of Rayleigh wave second sin- 
glet transfer function for several values of the 
source depth. 
Period, sec 
500 250 125 I00 80 
I00 
po 
•-5 
-I0 
-50 
2 
I I 
4 6 8 I0 12 14 
Frequency, mc/sec 
O_ 400 ___ 66.7 I0 _ 
2O 
i,o 
.•1oo 
5oo 
o IOO 200 5oo 4:00 500 
ILl Nrz, crn3/•sec 
Fig. 6. Spectrum of Rayleigh wave first singlet 
transfer function for several values of the source 
depth. 
Fig. 9. Variation of Rayleigh wave second sin- 
glet transfer function with depth of source for 
various periods. 
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Fig. 13. Variation of the Rayleigh wave first 
dipolar function with depth of source for various 
periods. 
Fig. 10. Spectrum of Rayleigh wave ellipticity 
function for several depths. 
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5 I0 15 20 
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Fig. 11. Variation of Rayleigh wave ellipticity 
function with depth for various periods. 
Fig. 14. Spectrum of Rayleigh wave second di- 
polar function for several values of the source 
depth. 
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2OO I00 66.7 
l J_qJ 
5 I0 15 
Frequency, mc/sec 
Fig. 12. Spectrum of Rayleigh wave first dipolar 
function for several values of the source depth. 
1oo 
L4 Lo C(h) o.5 o 
Fig. 15. Variation of Rayleigh wave second di- 
polar function for various periods. 
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Fig. 16. Spectrum of singlet (Rayleigh/Love) ex- 
citation ratio for several values of the depth. 
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Fig. 19. Spectrum of (Love first-mode/Love 
fundamental-mode) excitation ratio for several 
values of the depth. 
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Fig. 17. Variation of singlet (Rayleigh/Love) o 
excitation ratio with depth of source for various 
periods. 
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Fig. 18. Variation of the Love wave first-mode 
singlet transfer function with depth of source for 
various periods. 
Fig. 20. Variations of (Love first-mode/Love 
fundamental-mode) excitation ratio for various 
periods. 
The relative excitation functions of Rayleigh 
and Love waves are shown in Figure 16. The top 
figure represents he true spectral displacement 
ratio recorded at azimuth • = 45 ø due to a 
horizontal force at depth. The variation with 
depth of No(•)(h, •), the Love wave first-mode 
singlet ransfer function, is shown in Figure 18. 
The resemblance to Nrr(h, •) (Figure 7) is 
apparent. 
The relative excitation of the two Love modes 
is given in Figures 19 and 20. For a single force 
at depth, this ratio will depend neither on the 
orientation of the force nor on the azimuth of 
the station and will represent he true spectral 
displacement ratio. 
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The functions N0, N•,, and N,r have the 
dimensions of k•/'1• -•. Since k• was expressed in 
km-• and/• = p/3'. in (g/cm3)(km/sec) '•,a con- 
version factor was applied to convert displace- 
ments to cgs units (Figures 2, 3, and 6 to 9). 
GENERAL PROPERTIES OF THE I•ADIATION 
PATTERNS 
Symmetry reMtions. It is useful to look for 
symmetry with respect to the variable • and 
the parameters X and • in order to minimize the 
tabulation of the azimuthal distribution of the 
modulus Ix(•)I and the spatial phase arg x(•). 
We denote by m•(•)e• and m•(•)e• the 
respective polar representations of the radiation 
patterns for Rayleigh and Love waves. It then 
follows directly from (94), (•5), and Table 1 that 
•(s + •;•, •,•, •) = •(s;•, •,•, •) (•0) 
for all couple and double-couple displacements. 
Equation 40 can also be written as 
mR.L(O q- •v) = m•.L(0) (41) 
•(o + •) + •(o) = •(o + •) + •(o) = •/• 
The relations given in (41) are due to Aki [1964] 
and are useful for checking the calculations. 
It is assumed here that the source time de- 
pendence is a Dirac delta function. The anti- 
symmetry between right-reverse and left-normal 
faultings yields 
U(X + •) = --U(X) (4•) 
Furthermore, 
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Auxiliary parameters and nodal lines. A sim- 
plification of the expressions for the displacement 
field is achieved upon the introduction of a 
parameter •/defined as 
cosy = cosX(1 -- sin 2Xsin 2 $)-•/•' (46) 
sin V = sin • cos •(1 -- sin" • s• • •)-'/• 
The geometrical interpretation of V is clear from 
Figure 1. We note also that • = V -- •/2 is the 
angle between the two dip directions of the 
plane of motion and the auxiliary plane. The dip 
angle of the auxiliary plane, $', is given by 
cos $' = sin k sin $. From this relation, together 
with the definition given above, we find that 
sinv = cot • cot•' = cos• 
cosX = •cosp• cosy (47) 
s•p = sinXsin $ 
With the aid of these angles we can transform 
(7) and (8) into 
Uo • = •R[ No(h)e •s•/• [cos p[ s• (O--V) (48) 
ß [•(a) [•o• •[ •o• (0 - v) + i •in •] (4. 
A nodal line for Love waves exists a• 0 = •, 
and i•s angular position is independen• of •he 
constants of •he medium. The spatial phase is 
either 3•/4 or 7•/4. For Rayleigh waves a 
nodal line may exis• only if N•(h) = 0 or p = 0. 
The phase will generally depend on •he s•c•ure. 
Likewise we obtain for a couple source 
U0 c = n I [R[ kLNo(h)e -'•'/4 [cos Pl sin (0 -- V)[--sin $ sin 0 + iG(h) cos $] 
U, c ---- « Inl [R[ kRNrz(h)e-ia•'/4[[cos p  sin (•{ A(h) sin (20 -- •]) -[- B(h) sin •} 
(60) 
+ 2iX(h) sin (0 + •')] (51) 
U(--$) = --U($) (43) 
U,(7r -- •, •r -- 0) = U,(k, 0) (44) 
vo(• - x, • - o) = - vo(x, o) (45) 
which can be established from the nature of the 
coefficients in Table 1. The foregoing relations 
show that it is sufficient to know the radiation 
pattern for 0 _• 0 •_ •r, 0 _• /l _• •r/2, and 
0 _• X _• •r/2. The values for the supplementary 
angles can be obtained from these by reflections. 
where 
X • = sin • },[1 -- C(h) cos • •]•' 
q- cos•' k cos • $(1 -- C) 2 
sin•' ---- [(1 -- C)/[X[] cos)• cos $ (53) 
cosf = [(1 -- C cos •'$)/X]sinX 
and the value of •' is determined by the algebraic 
signs of the two expressions. Thus for Love 
waves we always find at least one nodal line. 
(52) 
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Fig. 21. Radiation pattern from two dipolar 
source models representing a left-reverse fault at 
zero depth for a spectral period of 106 see (nu- 
merical amplitude scale in all figures is for the 
reduced displacements). 
Fig. 23. Radiation pattern from a double- 
couple source model representing a normal fault, 
at two distinct depths. Note change in Love wave 
radiation patterns as source is displaced from the 
free surface to base of crust. 
Fig. 22. Radiation pattern from two dipolar 
source models representing a left reverse fault 
at zero depth for a spectral period of 167 sec. 
Fig. 24. Radiation pattern of Rayleigh waves 
from two double-couple source models represent- 
ing left-reverse faults, each at two distinct depths. 
Note striking variations of radiation pattern in 
both cases as position of source changes from free 
surface to base of crust. 
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The existence of the second node will depend on 
the dip angle. For higher modes G(h) may vanish, 
and a clover-leaf pattern will be produced for 
some particular combinations of frequency and 
source depth, even for dip angles which differ 
from •/2. 
The Rayleigh wave pattern is more in- 
volved. There will be no nodes unless • = 0 or 
k = • = •/2. The shape of the pattern will 
depend mainly on the relative magnitudes of 
.4, B, and C. One may expect 'almost nodes' for 
frequency-depth combinations which render 
C >> A,B or A • B,C. The case B • A,C 
will give an almost circular pattern. For the 
double-couple source we find 
Unlike the previous case there will, in general, 
be no nodal lines for either Rayleigh or Love 
pattern, and the existence of 'almost nodes' will 
depend on the relative magnitude of the func- 
tions of the medium. The case • = 0 will give a 
single node, and the case k = •/2, B = 0 will 
give a quadrant pattern for both waves. A 
surface source will give a quadrant pattern for 
Love waves independent of the structure and 
the frequency. For Rayleigh waves there will be a 
node for h = 0 only if Isin 71 --• (1 -- •0)/(1 •- •0). 
Expressing this condition in terms of the dip 
and slip angles we find that the dividing line for 
•0 - 1/4 is represented in the (k, 8) plane by 
the curve 
Uo dc -- Inl IRI kLN•(h)e-'S'/'[] cos pl sin • cos (2o - •) + ia(h) Ico ql sin (0 - 
N 'h) ud • = Inl IRI • ,,• •e [Icos p[ sin $[ A(h) s• (20 -- .) + B(h) s• •] 
- ice)Icos ql cos (0- •)1 
(•4) 
(•) 
where 
cos • cos X = cos T [cos 
cos T = cos k cos $(cos" k cos •' $ 
q- sin•' X cos" 2•) -•/" 
(•) 
sin X = 3(25 -- 16 sin" /•)-•/" (57) 
Dependence oj' patterns on the source elements. 
The modulus IX( 0)l describes in the general ease 
an obliquely symmetric, dosed curve of the 
sixth order, otherwise known as the hyper- 
troehoid. Its shape is governed by the coefficients 
d• (Table 1) which in turn are composite fune- 
Fig. 25. Top: Radiation pattern of Rayleigh Fig. 26. The effect of source depth on the Ray- 
waves, couple versus double couple, for a reverse leigh wave radiation pattern from a left-reverse 
fault at depth of 66 km. Bottom: Radiation pat- fault with a double-couple force system. Note 
tern of Rayleigh waves, couple versus double radical change of radiation pattern as source is 
couple, for a horizontal fault. displaced from the free surface to base of crust. 
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Fig. 27. Top: The effect of source depth on 
radiation pattern of Love waves from a left- 
reverse fault (double couple). Bottom: The effect 
of source depth on radiation pattern of Rayleigh 
waves from a left-reverse fault (single couple). 
tions of the source constants (X, $, h), the 
period T, and the physical constants of the 
earth model. To study the effects of the variation 
of these parameters on the radiation pattern we 
have plotted some typical examples. (Figures 
21 to 29). Azimuthal variation of amplitude is 
at the center of the figure. The peripheral curve 
shows azimuthal variation of the corresponding 
phase in a unit ring [Brune, 1961; Haskell, 1963]. 
The amplitude plotted in these figures is the 
reduced amplitude I U*I, which is a normalized 
entity of dimensions cm•l•'/dyne. It is related to 
the true spectral amplitude I UI through the 
equation 
-•9 R(•0)l in I U* I vl = 10 I I e' 
(micron-see) (58) 
IR(•)I is the magnitude of the force in cgs 
units, r is the epicentral distance in km, and 
y(•) is the absorption coefficient in km -•. The 
analytic expressions of the patterns shown in 
Figures 21 to 29 are given in Table 3. In choosing 
the various examples it was intended to empha- 
size strong variations of patterns with respect o 
depth of source, frequency, mode, and force 
configuration. Note the stationary behavior of 
the phases at azimuths where the amplitude is 
maximum and its rapid variation at azimuths 
where the amplitude is relatively minimum. This 
develops into an extreme case at which aiump 
of w radians occurs at the nodal lines. The 
phases in all figures vary between zero and 2•r 
radians. The additional constant phase for each 
case is given in Table 3. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Previous endeavors in this field were restricted 
either to simpler types of mediums or to sources 
J,,'h \ \ I ol / -'-DC • '• I I / • _ x x i I /_ 
,k• \ 0 / Ur \ ß / • x / J x / , x T=125sec / x- • 
ø••Oj o )j• J  J' J  •J J  J • 
l • • I • • •/• t I 
m / 180 k •-90 / , x • , , j / I • • • •- . / , • • • • I • • ß 
I ,,, 
Fig. 28. The effect of the source frequency onthe radiation pattern of Rayleigh waves from 
a reverse fault (double couple) at depth of 100 kin. 
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Fig. 29. Dependence of radiation pattern of 
Love waves upon the displacement mode for two 
different sources. Top: Vertical fault (double cou- 
ple). Bottom: Strike-slip fault (double couple). 
of lesser complexity, or both. In the present 
study we have made an effort to overcome these 
unnecessary limitations. As usual, this requires 
increasing the number of the participating 
physical parameters, such as the depth of source, 
frequency, dip and slip angles, and finally the 
constants of the elastic medium. 
Radiation patterns were calculated for periods 
less than 350 sec, since we believed that a spheric- 
ity correction for longer periods was imperative. 
It would be advantageous to recalculate the 
transfer functions of the medium for a multi- 
layered spherical earth whenever a suitable 
computer program becomes available. It would 
also prove useful to study the sensitivity of the 
transfer functions to variations of the constants 
of the medium. The case of an oceanic path is of 
particular interest. 
The method given here can be extended to 
encompass a wider class of sources. Multipolar 
sources may be obtained by applying a differ- 
ential operator of a suitable degree to the singlet 
field. A horizontal extension of the source 
introduces a frequency-dependent asymmetry 
factor into the displacement spectrums, and a 
vertical extension will necessitate an integration 
of the displacements with depth [Ben-Menahem, 
1961]. Other source representations, uch as 
proposed by Knopoff and Gilbert [1960] and Aki 
[1964], can also be treated by our method. 
The radiation pattern is an important signa- 
ture of the seismic source. It can and should be 
studied more intensively, therefore, in order to 
Period, sec Period, sec 
555 200 145 III 553 200 143 III 
.. 
8:,•0• i00, ) _ / 
4 6 8 2 4 6 8 
Frequency, mc/sec Frequency, mc/sec 
Fig. 30. Variation of the reduced amplitude spectrum with azimuth (from strike of fault) for 
same source as in Figure 28. Note progression f spectral node toward shorter periods as azi- 
muth changes from 0 ø to 90 ø. 
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TABLE 3. Radiation Pattern Coefficients of the Reduced Displacements 
U* -- Uoe-•o[ao • bo sin (20 - 00) • ibl sin (0 • 01)] Shown in Figures 21 to 29 
The angle •0 has been suppressed in the phase-ring diagrams of these figures. 
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U0, 00, 0•, •0, 
Figure Wave* Source• cml•2/dyne ao bo bl deg deg rad 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
( 1 ) R C 148.0 .46 i 2.08 16.4 31.1 3•r/4 (2) R DC 296.0 .46 i 0 16.4 0 3•r/4 (3) L DC 418.0 0 I 0 -73.6 0 3•r/4 (4) L C 214.0 .96 -1 0 -73.6 0 -•r/4 
(1) R C 22.7 1.57 1 10.20 74.5 14.5 3•r/4 (2) R DC 45.4 1.57 i 0 74.5 0 3•r/4 (3) L C 35.6 .27 -1 0 -15.5 0 -•/4 (4) L DC 71.3 0 I 0 -15.5 0 3•r/4 
(1) R DC 270 1.6 -1 0 -90 0 -•/4 (2) L DC 447 0 1 0 0 0 -•r/4 (3) R DC 74.0 .15 i 10.00 -90 0 3•r/4 (4) L DC 375.0 0 I 1.24 0 90 -•r/4 
(1) R DC 620.0 1.15 i 0 45 0 3•/4 (2) R DC 537.0 1.63 -1 0 -90 0 3•r/4 (3) R DC 173.1 .10 -1 -2.04 45 -45 -•r/4 (4) R DC 150.0 .14 i 0 -90 0 -•/4 
(1) R C 71.2 I 0 -7.32 0 0 -•/4 (2) R DC 142.4 1 0 0 0 0 -•r/4 
(3) R DC 866.0 0 0 i 0 0 -•r/4 (4) L DC 563.0 0 0 I 0 90 3•r/4 
(1) R DC 831.2 .46 I 0 16.4 0 3•r/4 (2) R DC 232.0 .04 - 1 1.89 16.4 136.8 -•r/4 (3) R DC 162.1 1.04 i 2.53 16.4 136.8 -•/4 (4) R DC 85.5 .91 I 1.86 16.4 136.8 -•r/4 
(1) L DC 1161.0 0 i --.23 -73.6 46.8 3•r/4 (2) L DC 375.3 0 I --.22 -73.6 46.8 3•/4 (3) R C 116.0 .04 -1 5.79 16.4 12.7 -•/4 (4) R C 81.0 1.04 i 4.89 16.4 1.2 -•/4 
(1) R DC 
(2) R DC 
(3) R DC 
(4) R DC 
(5) R DC 
(6) R DO 
104 6 
71 2 
28 0 
160 
57 5 
11 5 
(1) L DC 538.0 
(2) L (•) DC 142.8 
(3) L DC 538.0 
(4) L (•) DC 142.8 
3.68 i 0 90 0 --•r/4 
i 0 0 0 0 --•r/4 
I i 0 --90 0 --•r/4 
0 i 0 --90 0 --•r/4 
0.62 --1 0 --90 0 3•r/4 
i --1 0 --90 0 3•r/4 
0 I -- .25 --90 90 3•r/4 
0 0 i 0 90 --•r/4 
0 i -- .25 --90 0 3•r/4 
0 0 i 0 0 --•r/4 
* L - Love, R - Rayleigh. 
• C - couple, DC • double couple. 
eliminate the guesswork inherent in the first- 
motion method and to put seismic source studies 
on a firm physical basis. 
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